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1. Introduction. A positive linear operator is (roughly speaking) a count-

ably additive, order preserving, c-finite linear mapping <j> from one function

space, F, to another, F'.Q) (For precise definitions, see §2 below. We assume

in particular that F and F' satisfy the countable chain condition.) It has been

shown in [4] that a normal form representation can be given for <¡>: if the

function space F' consists of the "measurable" functions (modulo "null"

functions) on a space X, then F is isomorphic to a subspace of the space F*

of "measurable" functions on XXY, where Y is an ordinary numerical meas-

ure space, and </> can be extended to a positive linear operator <p* from F* to

F', in such a way that (to within the isomorphism mentioned) <b*f = g, where

g(x)=frf(x, y)dy.
We are concerned here with the case in which F' — F. It is now of impor-

tance (for instance in ergodic theory) to consider the iterates of <f>; and the

normal form representation just mentioned has now the drawback that the

isomorphism imbedding F in F* interferes with the description of these

iterates. The present paper takes a first step towards obtaining a more satis-

factory representation of <f> and its iterates.

Given a positive linear operator <j> from F to F, we shall show (Theorem 1,

4.1) that the function space F can be imbedded in a larger space F*, and the

operator 0 extended to a positive linear operator <p* from F* to F*, in such a

way that the extended operator has the following property, which we call

"full homogeneity": For each characteristic function xQF*, and each func-

tion gQF* such that 0^g^<p*x, there exists a characteristic function x' in F*

such that x'=X and <p*x'=g-(i) It follows that the iterates of the extended

operator <p* will also be fully homogeneous, and therefore cr-finite. (Even in

simple cases, the iterates of </> itself may fail to be <r-finite(3).) A routine ap-

plication of the results of [4] would then lead easily to a simultaneous repre-

sentation theorem for <p and its iterates; however, a sharper theorem can be
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(') Or from one conditionally complete vector «r-lattice, satisfying the countable chain con-

dition, to another; cf. [4, p. 156].

(!) To improve the legibility of formulae, we often omit brackets, writing (as here) <f>*x

for ¿*(x), and later Rx for R(x), etc.

(*) For example, let F be the space of measurable functions f(x, y) modulo null functions

on the plane (with ordinary measure), and let 4>f=g where g(x, y) =/_«/(x, t)dt (independent of

y). Then <f> is an i'-integral on F (and in particular is ¡r-finite), but iifQF+ and tff is finite, then

/=0, whence (¡>2 is not «--finite.
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deduced with more trouble, so we leave this application for a later paper.

Meanwhile we show (Theorem 3, §7) that when £ arises from a genuine

numerical measure (that is, £ is the space of measurable functions modulo

null functions on a measure space) then the extended space £* in Theorem 1

can also be taken to arise from a numerical measure. The deduction of

Theorem 3 depends on a property of measure algebras (Theorem 2, §6) which

may be of independent interest: Given a c-subalgebra A of a measure algebra

(£, p), and given a <x-finite measure v on A which is equivalent to p on A (that

is, v vanishes only for the zero element of A), there exists a c-finite measure

v* on £ which extends v on A and is equivalent to p on E.

The technique employed for the proofs makes considerable use of repre-

sentation spaces and of continuous functions on them; thus, after giving the

notation and some preliminary results in §2, we collect some results on the

representation spaces of an algebra and a complete subalgebra of it in §3.

Theorem 1 and its proof occupy §§4 and 5, Theorem 2 is dealt with in §6, and

Theorem 3 in §7. The background material and a few specific results are

quoted without proof from [2-5] ; apart from this the present paper is largely

self-contained.

2. Notation and preliminaries.

2.1 Algebras and representation spaces. In general we use the same nota-

tions as in [2; 4], an acquaintance with which is assumed. The term "algebra"

always means "Boolean algebra"; if £ is an algebra, the symbols o and e

denote the zero and unit elements of £ respectively, and — x denotes the

complement of xEE; and the symmetric difference of x, yEE (written

x+2y in [2; 4]) is here written as x+y.

The representation space of an algebra £ is the space £ of ultrafilters on

£; to each x££ corresponds the set RxER consisting of those ultrafilters

which contain x (thus Ro=<f>, Re = R), and £is topologised by taking the sets

£x as a basis; £ is compact Hausdorff, and each £x is both open and closed.

The correspondence x«->£x is a finite isomorphism between £ and the algebra

of all open-closed subsets of £. We write (B*£ for the family of Borel subsets

of £, (&R for the family of "restricted Borel sets" (the Borel field generated

by the open-closed sets of £), and XR for the family of first category subsets

of £. We have:

(1) If AG(B*£, X = G+H where G is open and HEXR.
(Here again + denotes symmetric difference.) As the method of proof of (1)

("Borel induction") will be used frequently in what follows, we sketch it:

The family of all sets of the form G+H, where G is open and HEXR, is

closed under complementation and under countable unions; hence it is a Borel

field containing all open sets, and so it contains (B*£.

Similarly, if £ is a tr-algebra, we have

(2) If A<E(B£, X = Rx+H where x££ and HEXR.
It follows that the <r-algebra £ is isomorphic to (&R/XR; if further £ is a
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complete algebra (as it will be if it satisfies the countable chain condition)

then this <r-isomorphism is necessarily complete. If £ is complete, (2) applies

to all sets in (B*£, so that E is (completely) isomorphic to <B*£/3C£.

2.2 Subalgebras. Let A be a subalgebra of an arbitrary algebra £, and let

S, R be their respective representation spaces. There is a natural mapping £

of £ onto S, obtained as follows: each point of £ is an ultrafilter 11 on £, and

its trace c\li~\A on A is an ultrafilter on A ; we take £(11) = %r\A. It is easily

verified that

(1) rKSy) = Ry, (y E A),

so that £ is continuous. If further £ is a subalgebra of A, with T as its repre-

sentation space, and £', £" are the corresponding mappings from £ to T, S

to T, then clearly

(2) f = ?'{.

Let (B,, be the Borel field (of subsets of £) generated by the sets £y,

yEB; a "Borel induction" argument shows that

(3) (&R D (&o = t^S.

2.3 Complete subalgebras. A subalgebra A of an arbitrary algebra £ will

be called a complete subalgebra of E ii, for every H E A, the supremum

Viî= V {A| hEH} of H in E exists and belongs to A ; thus A (but not neces-

sarily £) is then itself a complete algebra. An isomorphism 6 of an algebra

£ onto a subalgebra A of £ is "complete with respect to £" if A is a complete

subalgebra of E; this implies that B is itself a complete algebra and that, for

every HEB, 0(VH) = \(6H) (the supremum in A or £).
Now suppose ¿4 is a complete subalgebra of an arbitrary algebra £, and

let S, R, be their respective representation spaces, and £ the mapping of £

onto S introduced in 2.2. For each xEE, write x* = A{y|y£.4, y = x} (the

infimum referring to E, but x*£^4). It is now easily verified that

(1) ÇRx = Sx*,

so that £ is now open as well as continuous (and so closed, as £, 5 are compact

Hausdorff). It follows that

(2) t'XS E XR.

We deduce:

(3) If HE®*S and t'HEXR, then HEXS.
For, by 2.1(2), H=G+Z where G is open and ZEXS. Hence ^H

= l;~iG+¡;~1Z, showing that the open set £_1G is (from (2)) of first category

in the compact space £; hence £-1G = 0, giving H = Z as required.

These results, together with 2.2(3), give

(4) 3C£ r\ <B. = ^(xs r\ ®S).
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2.4 Function spaces. Let 5 be any set, (B any Borel field of subsets of S,

and 31 any <r-ideal of subsets of S. By a "function" / on 5 we mean an ex-

tended-real function (so that, for each sQS, f(s) is real or « or — oo). We

make the convention that 0- oo =0, but » — « is not defined. ÍF((B) denotes

the collection of "CB-measurable" functions on S, that is, of functions/ such

that, for each real p, {s|s£«S, f(s)>p}Q(S. The set of non-negative (B-

measurable functions is denoted by $F+((B) ; generally, if Q. is any set of func-

tions, a+ denotes the set of non-negative functions in ft. The support [f]

(called "locus" in [4; 5]) of a function/on 5 is the set {s|/(s) ;¿0}. A function

/is "null" or yi-negligibleii [f] Q 91; the set of 91-negligible functions is denoted

by Z(9l). The equivalence class modulo Z(9l) of a function / is written

/+Z(9l) or / (and not {/}, as in [2; 4]). We write f«g to mean/(s) <g(s) for

all sQS — N where NQVL, and Jug to mean/(s) ^g(s), sQS — N; ]<g means

7^| and f9*g. The set {}\fQ5(<S,)} is written i((B)/Z(3l) or 5(S, (B, 91).(4)
If E is the o--algebra (B/91, E determines í(5, (B, 91) to within "strict"

isomorphism (a 1-1 correspondence preserving ^ and (pointwise) sums and

products) (see [4, p. 159]), and we write the strict isomorphism class of

5(S, (B, 91) as F(E) ; we also use F(E) to stand for any one member of this

class. F+(E) of course denotes the subset of F(E) corresponding to the non-

negative functions. We say that 5(S, (B, 91) is a realisation of F(E). For every

(r-algebra E, the function space F(E) exists and has the representation space

realisation 5(R, (B, 91) where R = representation space of E, (B = (Bi? (or (S>*R

if E is complete), 91= XR. If E is complete, each fQF(E) now has a unique

continuous representative fQS(R, (B, 91), as follows from [2, p. 285].

The support \f] of ~}QF(E) is the element [/] + 9t of E. Dually, if xQE,
its characteristic function x* or xx is the element x(X) of F(E), where x(X)

is the characteristic function of any set XQ(& for which the equivalence class

X + yL — x. The value of x(X) at sQS is denoted by x(X, s)-

2.5 Cylinder mappings. Let A be a tr-subalgebra of a tr-algebra E. There

is then a natural strict isomorphism c of F (A) in F(E), which we call the

"cylinder mapping" (by analogy with the case in which E is the product of

A with another factor); it can be described as follows. Each gQF(A) deter-

mines a "spectrum" (cf. [6; 4, p. 159]) on A; in terms of any realisation

ÍF(5, (B, 91) of F(A), the spectrum consists of the equivalence classes modulo 91

of the sets {s|g(s) <p} where p is rational. Conversely, each spectrum on A

determines a unique gQF(A). The imbedding of A in E turns the spectrum

of | into the spectrum of a unique fQF(E), and we take c(g)=f. In particu-

lar, if 5(S', <S>', 91') is any realisation of F(E), the sets of (&' which correspond

to elements in A form a Borel field (B" Q<8>' such that £F(S', (&", 91') is a real-

isation of F(A); the cylinder mapping of ^"(.4) in F(E) is now that induced

by the identity mapping on S'.

(*) It is an "extended vector «--lattice with a unit," in the sense that the classes of the

finite functions form a vector «-lattice with a unit, and conversely every vector «-lattice with a

unit arises in this way.
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We shall later require the form taken by the cylinder mapping in terms

of the representation space realisations. Let £, 5 be the representation spaces

of the (r-algebras £, A where A is a complete subalgebra of £; let £ be the cor-

responding mapping of £ onto S (cf. 2.2), and let C, D be the families of con-

tinuous functions on £, S. As £ is continuous, £ induces a mapping £* of 2D

in 6 by the rule (£*g)/> = g (£/>), PER, gE£>- Each gEF(A) is the equivalence

class of a unique g£D (cf. end of 2.4), and we have

(1) eg = Wg,

as follows from 2.2(1) and 2.3(2) applied to the spectrum of g.

2.6 F'-integrals. Let £, £' be a-algebras satisfying the countable chain

condition, and write £=£(£), £' = £(£'). A mapping <p of a subset G of £ in

£' is called a positive linear operator from F to £', or an F'-integral on F (cf.

[4, p. 161; 5, p. 232]) if GDF+ and:

(1) If JEF+, <p'f = 0.
(2) If J„EF+ (« = 1, 2, • • • ), then <p( £/„) = 2>/n.
(3) There exist fi, |2, • • • ££+ such that 22g"»0 and «Aîn«00-

(4) G = {/|0(/+)A0(7-)«<» }, and if /GG then <tf=<l>(J+) -4>Q~).
As </> is determined by its values on £+, we shall usually regard 0 as a

mapping of £+ in £'+ satisfying (2) and (3) ; for every such mapping can be

extended to a suitable G [4, pp. 161, 162]. The extended mapping <p is neces-

sarily linear on G.

If further <p satisfies

(i) 0/>O, if/>0,
(ii) <pi»0,

<p is called strict. (In [4; 5], a strict £'-integral on £ was called simply an £'-

integral; the present £'-integral was called "relaxed.") Every £'-integral <p on

£ determines in a natural way a strict F( -integral <pi on £i, where £i = £(£i),

F{ =£(£/), and £i, £i' are suitable principal ideals of £, £' (see [5, p. 238]);

<pi is called the "strict form" of <p.

For any £'-integral <p on £, we write Xx = <p(xx)(x££); X is the induced

"£'-measure" on £; it is countably additive and a-finite [5, p. 233 (a) and (b) ]

and determines <p uniquely.

An £'-integral <p on £ is fully homogeneous if the corresponding £ -measure

X is "full-valued" in the sense of [4, p. 166]; that is, given x££ and gEF'+

such that g^Xx, there exists y=x such that Xy = g. A fully homogeneous <f> is

itself full-valued [4, p. 174]; that is, given fEF+ and f££'+ such that

gè<t>f, there exists h~EF+ such that h^f and <ph = g.

Let E, £', £" be «r-algebras, and £, £', F" their function spaces (that is,

£' = £(£'), etc.). Suppose <f> is an £'-integral on £, and p an £"-integral on £'.

In general, p<f> need not be an £"-integraI on £, as the cr-finiteness require-

ment (3) may fail. But:

(5) If <p and yp are fully homogeneous, p<p is a fully homogeneous £"-
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integral on F, provided that E satisfies the countable chain condition.

There is no difficulty in seeing that pep satisfies conditions (1) and (2).

Suppose 0^g^\(/(pxx where xQE, gQF". Put h = \x = tpxx; then O^g^-ph,

so (as 0 is full-valued) there exists kQF'+ such that & = Â and \pk = g. Hence

there exists y = x in E such that \y = k; and p<pxJ = g, proving that 00 is fully

homogeneous. Put \pej> = d; condition (3) now follows in this way. Put

hi = 1A01 ; there exists xiQE such that 8xxi = hi. If a is any countable ordinal,

and disjoint elements XßQE have been defined for all ß<a so that 0xx = L we

put ha=lf\Qx( — Vxß\ß<a). Ii ha9*0, we take xa^ — Vx/j so that 8xxa = ha = 1 ;

if ha — 0, we put xa= —Vxß and terminate the process. Because of the counta-

ble chain condition, this process terminates for some countable a. Renumber-

ing the elements Xß(ß<a) into a simple sequence Xi, ■ ■ ■ , xn, • ■ ■ , we put

|n = x;S£:n and have 2jj»= 12^-0 and 0g„ = l«co as required.

For any F'-integral 0 on F we have:

(6) If/, gQF+ and \f]=[g], then [0/]= [0g].
For oo •/= co .g; hence [</>/]= [°°0/]= [0°°/]= [0g].

Now let Ei, El be <r-subalgebras of c-algebras E2, E2 satisfying the

countable chain condition; write Fi, F¡ for F(Et), F(E{) respectively

(i= 1, 2), and let c, c' be the respective cylinder mappings of Fi in F2, F{ in

Fj. If (pi (i= 1, 2) is an F< -integral on Ft we say that 02 is a cylinder extension

of 0i if, for each fQFi, c'(<pif)=<p2(c'j). As remarked in 2.5, we can choose

realisations of F< and F/ for which c' and c are induced by identity mappings,

and then 02 is a cylinder extension of 0i if and only if 0i is (in an obvious

sense) the restriction of <f>2 to Fi.

The following result is basic for the construction in the present paper. It

is proved (in a slightly different formulation) in [4, Theorem 6] for the case

in which <p is strict; the general result follows easily on considering the "strict

form" of 0. (For details see the beginning of §7.)

(7) If 0 is an F'-integral on F, where F = F(E) and F' = F(E'), there exists

an algebra E*, of which F is a complete subalgebra, and an F'-integral 0* on

F(E), such that 0* is a fully homogeneous cylinder extension of 0.

Except where the contrary is stated, all algebras in what follows are assumed

to be a-algebras satisfying the countable chain condition. Further, the term

"subalgebra" is understood to mean a <r-subalgebra, and hence a complete

subalgebra.

3. Functions on representation spaces.

3.1 Let A be a (complete) subalgebra of an arbitrary algebra E; A is of

course assumed to be a <r-algebra satisfying the countable chain condition,

but E is not. We derive for later use some properties of the representation

spaces R, S of E, A, and of various families of functions on them. We write

9lo = (Boí^íKF, where (Bo is the Borel field generated by the sets Ry, yQA, and

9lo for the family of all subsets N oi R which are subsets of sets in 9lo. From

2.2 and 2.3(4), ÍF(F, (Bo, 9lo) and 5(R, (B0, XR) are realisations of F(A); if E
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is a o--algebra, the corresponding cylinder mappings of £(.4) in £(£) are in-

duced by the identity mapping. As in 2.2 we write £ for the natural mapping

of £ onto S, and Q, 2D for the families of continuous functions on £, 5.

3.2 Lemma. If HEXS, there exist xm„G^4 (m, « = 1, 2, • • • ) such that

xmi^xm2^ • • • , A„xm„ = 0 for each m, and J£CUm fl„ Sxmn.

For let £ be closed and nowhere dense in S; the open set 5—£ can be

written as USyx for suitable y\EA, and (because £ is nowhere dense) Vyx = e.

There is therefore a sequence of values of X, which we denote by 1, 2, • • • ,

i, ■ ■ ■ , such that Vy, = e. Put x„ = — (yi \/y2 V ■ ■ ■ Vyn) ; then xi = x2= ■ ■ -,

Ax„ = o, and Sxn = S — (Syi U • • • W Syn) D £. Now we have

HCU£m (m= 1, 2, • • • ) where £m is closed and nowhere dense; applying the

foregoing to Fm instead of £, we obtain the elements xmn required.

Corollary. If HEXS, there exists H*EXSi\($>S such that H EH*.

3.3 Definition. A function / on £ is O-continuous if, for each real (or,

equivalently, rational) p, {p\pER,f(p) >p} is a union of sets of the form Ry

where yG-4. (This implies that/ is continuous.) The set of O-continuous func-

tions on £ is denoted by Co. We have

(1) /Gï(ô30) if and only if there exists A£.T(<B(S)) such that/=A£.

The nontrivial implication here can be seen by considering the spectrum

of/, or by observing that (by the argument in [4, p. 157]) each fE5(($>o) is

expressible as  ^2a«xXn where X„G®o and a, is real. We have A„ = £_1F„

where Y„E(&S, and then, if we set A= 2~la"XYn, we have/=A£.

We deduce:

(2) If/GSF(öSo), there exists ¿£e0 such that/=A mod 9l0.

By (l),/=g£ where g£SF((B(S)). There exists a continuous function gi on

5 such that g(s)=gi(s) for sES — II, where HEXS; and by 3.2, Corollary,

we may assume HE&S also. Put A = gi£. Using 2.2(1) we see that A is 0-

continuous; and f(p)=h(p) for pER-N where N = Ç-1HE3lo by 2.3(4).

Conversely:

(3) If/GCo, there exists gGi((B0) such that/=g mod 3l0.

For write X?={p\pER, f(p)<p}; by hypothesis, this is of the form

U£y„ for suitable elements yaG-4. Let zP=Vya; then Rz„ = XAJHp where

//p = £_1(52p— U5y„). As Sz„ — \JSya is closed and nowhere dense in S, it is con-

tained in a set K„EXSr\(S,S (3.2, Corollary); hence i£JC£~1£p£3l0. p"t

A = U{£-!£„|p rational}, g=fx(R~N). Then AG^o, and f(p)=g(p) for

pER — N. Let Y„=\p\pER, g(p)<p}; one verifies that, if p is rational,

Fp = £zpn(£-A) for pgO, Yp = Rz„VJN for p>0. Hence FPG«o for all ra-

tional p, and hence for all p, proving gE$((&o).

Next we deduce:

(4) /G<3o if and only if /=A£ for some AG20.

The "if" is trivial from 2.2(1). Conversely, given/GCo, apply (3) and (1)
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to obtain g£i((B(S)) such that/ = g£ modulo 9l0. There exists a continuous

h on S such that h(s)=g(s) for sQ S -H, where HQXS. Thus f(p) =h£(p)

for all pQR-N where NQXR. As R — Nis dense in R, and/, Ä£ are both con-

tinuous, it follows that f(p) =h£(p) for all pQR.

3.4 Let 9TCo denote (Bo+9lo (that is, the family of all sets of the form

B+N where BQ(R0, NQ%0). Equivalently (from 2.1(2), 2.2(3), 2.3(4)) 9TC0

consists of all sets of the form Ry+N where yQA, NQ'Slo- Clearly 9TCo is a

Borel field. We say that a function / on R is O-measurable if all the sets

{p\f(P)<p} are in 9TC0. If /GZ(9l0) (that is, if [f]QVU>) we say that / is 0-
negligible. Every 0-continuous function is O-measurable (cf. end of 2.1). Con-

versely,

(1) Given an O-measurable function/, there exists a unique 0-continuous

function g such that/ = g mod 9l0.

By [4, p. 157] we have/= 2~LanXXn for suitable real numbers an and sets

XnQyUo (n=l, 2, ■ ■ ■); and each Xn has the form Rxn+Hn where HnQ^lo

and xnQA. Consider the function h= ¿JoinxSoCn on S; being (B5-measurable,

it differs from a continuous function k on 5 on a first category set K. Then

g = k£ is 0-continuous, and we have/(/>) =££(/>) if pQR- {trlK\J\JHn}. The

uniqueness of g is trivial.

Given g£F(^4), the class g, in the representation space realisation of

F(A), contains a unique continuous function g0 [2, p. 287]. Then go£ is 0-

continuous on R; further, from 3.3(4), every 0-continuous function arises in

this way. We write go£ = Rog; Ro induces a strict isomorphism (a 1-1 cor-

respondence preserving ^ and finite sums and products) between F(A) and

Co. It follows that every subset {/„} of C0 has a least upper bound/=V/„ in

Co, and there is a countable subfamily {/„„} of {/„} such that /= V/a„. More-

over we have

(2) If/=V/a in Co, f(p)= supfa(p) for all pQR-N, where NQiR0.

For we have/„ = g0£ where ga is continuous on S, and if g = Vj¡a in F(A)

then g = Vga,,. If go is the continuous function on 5 which is in g, then g0(s)

= supga„(s) if sQS — H where HQXS, and we can assume (3.2) HQ&S

also. Then /=go£, and f(p) = supfa(p) if pQR-^H where ^HQïfLo by
2.3(4).

Note that, from 2.2(1),

(3) Roxy = xRy, if y Q A.

If E is itself a cr-algebra, the cylinder mapping c of F(A) in F(E) is de-

fined, and from 2.5(1) we have, for gQF(A),

(4) Fog is the unique 0-continuous function in the class cg.(6)

For later use, we deduce:

(6) Even when E is only finitely additive, it would be possible to define a "cylinder map-

ping" from .F(/l) to the finitely additive function space corresponding to F(E), whenever A is

a «-subalgebra of E. This mapping would then be realised by R<¡.
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(5) If / G ©d, there exist positive real numbers <r„, elements x„ G A

(n = l, 2, ■ ■ ■ ), and a non-negative function A such that

/ =  23 VnXRXn + h.

We have/=£of where gEF(A)+, and a slight modification of the argu-

ment in [4, p. 157, Lemma l] gives g= ^^nXX* where xnEA and <7n>0.

Hence, by (3),/= ^<r„x£x„ on R — N, where AG9lo. By continuity,/^every

finite sum of terms <r„x£xn, so the difference A between /and y^o-ny£xn is ^0.

4. The main theorem and its proof (first part).

4.1 We now state the main theorem of this paper. We recall that "algebra"

means "Boolean (7-algebra satisfying the countable chain condition" except

where the contrary is stated.

Theorem 1. Let E0 be an algebra, £0 = £(£o) its function space, and 0o a

positive linear operator from £o to itself (that is, an Fo-integral on £0). £Aere

exist an algebra E, of which E0 is a subalgebra, and a fully homogeneous F-

integral <p on F, where F = £(£), such that <b is a cylinder extension of <po-

Remark. If <po is a strict £o-integral on £0, I do not know whether <p can

always be taken to be a strict £-integral on £. If cpo(l)^>0, then automatically

<p(l)y>0 because <p is a cylinder extension.

Before proving the theorem, we note the following consequence of it.

Corollary. For each «=1, 2, • • • , <j>n is also a fully homogeneous F-

integral on F, and is a cylinder extension of <$,.

This follows from Theorem 1 by an easy induction, using 2.6(5).

4.2 £Ae algebras £„. The proof of Theorem 1 requires a number of steps.

First we note that by successive applications of 2.6(7) we obtain a sequence of

algebras £o, £i, £2, • • • , where Ek is a subalgebra of Ek+i, and a sequence

{<pk} (k = 0, 1, 2, • ■ ■ ) where <pk is an £i-integral on Fk, Fk denoting F(Ek),

such that

(1) <f>k+i is a cylinder extension of <pk; that is, <pk+ick,k+i = ck,k+i<t>k, where

ck,k+i is the cylinder mapping of Fk in Fk+i,

(2) <pk+i(Fk+i)Eck,k+i(Fi'), and further

(3) (c¡fc,*+i)-I#¡fc+i is a fully homogeneous £*-integral on Fk+i.

(We merely put <pk+i = ck,k+i<t>* where <p* is the extension provided by

2.6(7).)
We write cn,n+k for the cylinder mapping of £„ into £„+* («, A^O), noting

that c„,n+k is 1-1, that c„„ is the identity mapping, and that c„,n+h+k

= cn+h,n+h+kCn,n+h- To simplify printing, we write the inverse mapping (cn,n+fc)-1

as cn+k,n. By induction, first over A for m= 1 and then over m, we obtain

(4) (*„+t)mCn,»+*   =   Cn,n+k(Pn)m   Ou   f » (w   =   1,  2,   •   •   •  ).

Restated in terms of the inverse cylinder mappings, this is
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(5) Cn+k,n(<t>n+k)      =   (0n)   Cn+k,n   On   Cn,„+kFn  Q F„+k.

Next we show

k    + -f- k
(6) (0n+*) Fn+k C Cn,n+kFn,    and   cn+k,n(<t>n+k)  is a fully

homogeneous Fn-integral on Fn+k.

In fact, if r¡£l, c„+r,„+r_i0„+r is a fully homogeneous F„+r_i-integral on

Fn+r, by (3). Now, on F++t, put

0   =   (en+l,n0n+l)(cn+2,n+10„+2)   ■   '   ■   (cn+k,n+k-l4>n+k) ■

Then 0 is a fully homogeneous Fn-integral on Fn+k, by 2.6(5). But, in view of

(5),

0   = Cn+l,n(0n+lCn+2,n+l)   '   -   "   (0ïl+A-ie»+*,n+A;-l)0n+t

= en+l,nC»+2,n+10n+20n+2Cn+3,n+2   -   -   -

= Cn+2,n(<t>n+2)2Cn+3,n+2<t>n+3   '   '   '

= Cn+2,nCn+3,n+2(<t>n+i)3   •   •   •   —   C»+Jfc|B(0n+k)* finally.

This also shows cn+k,n(4>n+k)k is defined for all /£F„"+t, giving the first part

of the assertion.

Remark. It follows from (6) that (<pn)m is an F„-integral on F„ provided

m^n; compare footnote 3.

4.3 The algebra E'. Let £'=U£n, where £0, Fi, E2, ■ • ■ is the sequence

of algebras obtained in 4.2. For x, yQE', define x^y to mean that x^y in

some F„ (and so in Em for all m^n). It is easily verified that E' becomes a

finitely additive Boolean algebra satisfying the countable chain condition,

and that each F„ is a complete subalgebra of E'. Let R be the representation

space of E'. The required extended function space F of Theorem 1 (4.1) will

be defined by a certain realisation ÍF(F, (B, 91) ; but before we define (B and 91

it is convenient to have the extended integral 0 more or less available. This

we achieve by defining an operator d> 0n a suitable class 6' of continuous

functions on R (4.5). By measure-theoretic considerations we are then able to

extend a modified form of $ to an operator d>* 0n the family ï(9TC') of 9TC'-

measurable functions, where 9TC' is a certain Borel field of subsets of R (4.8);

and all that remains is to define the ideal 91 of null sets—an operation of some

delicacy since 91 must be large enough to produce the countable chain condi-

tion and not so large as to annihilate 3>*.

4.4 The function-class C'. As in §2, we let Rx denote the open-closed sub-

set of R corresponding to xQE'. We write £'= {Rx\xQE'}, &k= {Rx\xQEk},

(B' = (BF = Borel field (of subsets of R) generated by 8', (&k = Borel field gener-

ated by £>k. A set NQR is called k-negligible if it is contained in some YQ

«*H3CF; N is negligible ii it is of the form UAT* (k = 0, 1, • • • ) where Nk is k-
negligible. The families of fc-negligible and of negligible sets are written
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31*, 91' respectively; they are <r-ideals. We have ÖSoCöSiC ■ • ■ COS', 3loC3li

C • • • C3l'C3C£. We say that a function on £ is k-negligible or negligible

if it is in Z(3l*) or Z(3l'), respectively.

We define 3TC* = 05* + 91* (cf. 3.4), 311/ = 05*+ 31', 9TI' = ÖS' + 31' ; all these are

Borel fields. By 3.3(2), ÖS*CS* + 3l*, so that 3114 = 8* + 31*, and hence 3ÏI*' =

£* + 3l'. Clearly 3TCoC9TCiC • • • , 3TCo C3TCi C • • • , and 9ïl*C9TC* C3TC'. If

xG£*, the correspondence between x and (£x) + 3l* is a (complete) isomor-

phism between £* and 3TC*/3l*; similarly, for xEE', the correspondence be-

tween x and (£x)+9l' is a finite isomorphism between £' and a finitely

additive subalgebra of 311'/31'. (Note that in general £' need not be a a-

algebra, and that the cr-algebra 3H'/3l' need not satisfy the countable chain

condition.) If we restrict x to £* here, we obtain an isomorphism of £* onto

the (complete) subalgebra 311*'/31' of 311'/31'.

We call a function/ on £ "A-continuous" if for each real p {p\f(p) >p} is

a union of sets in £*; that is, if/ is "O-continuous" in the sense of 3.3, taking

£ = £', A =£*. We write 6* for the family of all A-continuous functions on £,

and 6' for Uc*; note that CoCdC • • • . A function is called "A-measurable"

if it is in î(3TC*) (this notation is consistent with that in 3.4), "A'-measurable"

if it is in Sr(3TC* ). The following assertions follow easily from 3.3(3) and 3.4(1) :

(1) Every A-continuous function is A-measurable, and hence A'-measurable.

(2) If / is A-measurable, there is a unique A-continuous function g* such

that/=g* mod 91*; and g* = g*+i =

Let £* be the isomorphism between £* = £(£*) and C* described in 3.4

(where we replace A by £*, £ by £' and £o by £*).(6) If we use the realisation

3(R, 3TC* , 31') of £*, a typical element /of £* consists of all functions differing

from a A'-measurable function/by a negligible function, the cylinder mapping

c*,*+n becomes the identity mapping, and £*/is the unique A-continuous func-

tion in /. It follows that, for arbitrary realisations,

(3) £*/ = £*+nc*,*+„/ (k,n = 0, 1,2, ■■■ ,fEFk).

4.5 The operator <P. Given fEQ'+, we have fEQk for some A; put g = Rt~1f

EFk, and define <£/=£*(£* | G S*". This definition does not depend on the

choice of A, as follows from 4.4(3) and 4.2(4), so «i» is a single-valued mapping

of Q'+ into itself. i> and its iterates have the following properties; in all of

them, A = 0, 1, 2, • ■ ■ , m, w=l, 2, • • • , and, where no proofs are given, the

proofs are straightforward inductions over m.

(1) If /=£*!, where gEF+, then $•»/'= Rk<p™g.

(2) ^(Ci+m)ECt.
The case m = 1 of (2) follows from the definition of 4>, together with 4.2(2)

and 4.4(3) ; the general case then follows by induction over m.

(") Our notation in this paragraph is not quite exact; some isomorphisms have been sup-

pressed. Strictly speaking, Rk depends on which realisation of Fk is used, but this should not

cause confusion here.
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(3) If/, gQQ'+ and a, b are non-negative real numbers,

$m(a/ + bg) = a4>m/ + b$mg.

(4) Let /„, /eet+, and write $m/„ = g„, $m/=g. Suppose that fn(p)~*f(p)

for each pQR-N, where NQïïLk, and that either (a) fiSftSt • • • or (b)

/i£/»fc • • • and gi(i>) < oo if p<=R-N. Then gn(p)-*g(p) for all pQR-N*
where A7'* G 91*.

(5) If Xesi+m, g6C¿-, and gg$mx^, then g=d>™xF for some YQ&k+m.

Here induction is not needed for the proof, which is a straightforward

calculation based on 4.2(6).

As an immediate consequence of (5), $m is "fully homogeneous" in the

following sense:

(6) IfXQS', gQe'+, and gg:$mxX, then g=$mxYfor some YQ&'.
Finally i»"1 has the following <r-finiteness property:

(7) Given k ( = 0,1, 2, • • • ), there exist disjoint sets GnQ£>k+i (« = 1,2, • • • )

such that R—UG„G9U+i and $kxGnúl-

For, by 4.2(6), Cfc+i,i(0*+i)* is a fully homogeneous Fi-integral on Fk+i.

The argument proving 2.6(5) shows that elements yi, y2, ■ • • exist in Ek+i

such that Vy„ = e and <pl+ixyn^l. We take Gn = Ryn ; then GnQ&k+i, R—i)Gn is

(¿ + l)-negligible, and finally, by (1) above, 3>*xG„ = Rk+itpl+iXVnul.

4.6 The measures pp and vp. Using 4.5(7), we take a sequence of disjoint

sets GnQ&i such that R— UGn = ZG9li and 4>xGnál; these sets will remain

fixed throughout the rest of the proof. Let p be any point of R, fixed for the

moment.   For  each   X Q &',   put  pP(X) — value   at   p   of   the   function

2~2n $x(Xr\Gn). From 4.5(3), pp is a finitely additive (non-negative) measure

on S', and pP(Gn) Ú 1. Further, if Xi, X2, ■ • • is any sequence of disjoint sets

in £', and if X = \JXnQ&', then pp(X) = JjUpCX"»») because X is compact and

each Xn is open, so that all but a finite number of the sets Xn must be empty.

There is therefore [l, p. 2 ] an extension of pP to a complete countably additive

measure p^ on a Borel field containing (BS' = (B'.(7) For XQ(S>' define vp(X)

= 2^1" Mp (Xi~\Gn) — pi (X — Z). Then vp is a countably additive (T-finite meas-
ure on <S>', which extends pp. We assert:

(1) Given XQtí, vp(X) = ($>xX)(p) for each pQR-Nx, where Nx €91'.

For say XQ&k; then CGSiCS* (we may assume £>0), so Xr\GnQ&k

and vp(X)= 2Zn pP(Xr\Gn)=2Z{value at p of $x(Xr\G„)}. Now each

x(XnGn)QQk, and also x(X)Qek and Ex(^nc7„) =XX on R-Z where
ZG9U. Hence by 4.5(4) we have^(2Zx(Xr\Gn), 1 = «gm)-*i>xX on R-Nx
for some NxQ"3lkQ%', and the assertion follows.

4.7 The outer measure function v*. For arbitrary XQR and pQR, let

i<*X denote the outer measure of X with respect to the measure vp. We write

v*X for the function on R whose value at p is v*X. If XQ(&', X is ^-measura-

ble for every pQR. Generally, if X is cp-measurable except for a negligible

set of p's, we write vX instead of v*X.

C) A "complete" measure is one for which all subsets of null sets are measurable.
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(1) // A G 31', vX exists and is negligible.

We have X = \jXk where A*G9l*, and we may suppose A^l. As the sets

G„ are disjoint and »»„-measurable for every p, we have v*Xk = 22« v*(XkP\Gn),

so it is enough to prove that v*(XkC\Gn) is A-negligible. By 3.2, Xk ClLfU £xm>,

where xmhEEk and, for fixed m, xmi^xm2^ ■ • ■ and AAxmj, = 0. We have

Gn = Ryn where y„G£iC£*. Let Zmn = l\ Rxmhi\Gn = f.» £(xmA Ay«). The

sequence |x£(^miiAyn)} (h=l, 2, • ■ • ) of functions of 6^" decreases mono-

tonically, and its limit is 0 outside a A-negligible set; further, $xR(xmiAyn)

á$xGnál. Hence, by 4.5(4), e£(xmAAyn) =*x£(^m*Ayn)->0 except on a

A-negligible set as A—»c°, proving v*Zmn is A-negligible. As A*C\G„CUm Zmn,

this proves v*(XkC\Gn) A-negligible, as required.

(2) // AG3TC', X is v„-measurable for all pER — Nx, where NxEW; and

vxesiwe).
First suppose AGS'- Then X is »»„-measurable for all pER- Again, write

Xn = XC\Gn; we have vX= ¿kX"» = 2>xA„ where $xA„Ge' Cï(3ïl'), from

3.3(3), showing that »»A G 5(311').
Now suppose XGÖS'. Again X is »» „-measurable for all pER, and as above

it is enough to prove that each »»(AnG„)G5(3TC'). Thus we may assume

X EGn- The 3TC'-measurability of vX now follows by transfinite induction

over the rank a of A considered as in the Borel field generated by sets in S'

which are subsets of Gn ; we use the facts that A is a limit of a monotone se-

quence of sets of smaller rank and of finite measure, and that a (pointwise)

limit of a sequence of functions in 5(311') is in 5(311').

Finally, if XG3H', X= Y+Z' where FGÖS', Z'G3l'; if pER-Nx where
Nx is negligible, v*(Z') =0 by (1), and X is »»„-measurable and vp(X) =vp(Y).

Thus»»(X)=>»(F)G5(9Tl').
4.8 The operator $>*. As a corollary to the last result, we have

(1) If /G5(3TC')+, then/ is »»„-measurable except for a negligible set of p's.

We define $>*/=inf{fñgdvp\g is »»„-measurable and g^f}. The function

on £ whose value at /» is $*/ is denoted by $*/". It is easy to verify that, for

arbitrary XER,

(2) 4>*XX = v*X.

We deduce

(3) I//G5(3Tl')+, then $*/G5(3TC')+.
For, by a familiar argument, /= 23a»xAn where a„>0, A„G3Tl'. By

4.7(2), Xn is »»„-measurable for all pER-Nn where A„G3l'. Put N = \JNn;

then, if p E R — N, f is »»„-measurable and consequently <!>*/ = fnfdvp

= 2~la>>vp(Xn) where, for each w, the function vp(Xn) of p is in 5(3TC')4 by

4.7(2). Thus4>*/differs from an 3H'-measurable function at most on N, and is

therefore 3TC'-measurable.

(4) Iff^Oand [f]Ert', then [$*/]£ 31'.
Let [f] = X. By 4.7(1), i»*A = 0for allpER- A where AG31'- If PER- N,
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we may take g= <*>xX in the definition of $*/, showing3>*/=0 for pQR — N.

(5) If /„GfF(9Tl')+ (« = 1, 2, • • • ), then $*( £/„) = ]>>*/„ except for a

negligible set of p's.

The proof resembles that of (3). We immediately deduce:

(6) If/„Gff(9Ií')+ («-1, 2, • • • )t/i£/i2 ' ' ' i and $*/i< <» except on
a negligible set, then i>J(lim/„) =lim 4>*/„ except on a negligible set.

If fQQ'+, the value of $/ at £GF is denoted by $„/; similarly we define

*?/•   '
(7) ///Ge'+, ¿Aew <E>*/=$P/ î/ pQR-N where NQW.
Say fQQk. By 3.4(5) we may write/= S^X^n+g where <r„>0, -X\,GS*,

g = 0 and [g] G 91* C 91'. From 4.5(4), if £ G R - Ni where Ni G 91*,

^pf=2Z^P^nxXn)=2Z^nVP(Xn) by 4.6, if pQN2, where AT2G9l*. On the
other hand, from (4), <£*g = 0 except on N3Q%', and outside Nt we have that

/ is »^-measurable and consequently 4>*/= 2^cr"fxXndvp= 2~LffnVp(X„). Thus

$£/=$*/ if pQR-(Ni\JN2KJN3).
Since $* maps ï(9TC')+ in itself, the iterates $*m (ra = l, 2, • • • ) are all

defined; it is easy to see that properties (3)-(6) apply to <i>*m, and similarly

(7) gives (with a little more trouble) :

(7') If /GC'+, <ï>*m/ and $>'"/ differ only on a negligible set.

4.9 Support properties of $*. We list the following properties of <3?* for

later use; they all follow easily from the foregoing. Throughout, it is assumed

that/,/i,/t, • • • GW)+.
(1) [#*»/] G311'.
(2) If [/]G9l', [**»/] G 91'.
(3) U„ [**-/,] C [**" sup/„] C [$*mEM, and

[**"£/«] - U, [**-/-] e 31'.

(4) H [fi]+[/2]G91', then [$*«/i]+ [**"/,] G 91'.
In particular,

(5) [**-/] + [**"x[/]] G 91'.

4.10 The set-operator I. As a preliminary to defining the final ideal 91 of

"null sets," we define I(X), for XG3TC', by: /(*)=■ [¿**"x.X], where

m = 0, 1, 2, • • - . Taking m = 0 shows

(1) I(X) D X.

The following results follow easily with the aid of 4.9. It is assumed

throughout that X, Xh X2, ■ ■ • G3TC'.

(2) 7(X)G9TC'.
(3) If XQïïl', I(X)Q%'.
(4) I(X)={J[^*mxX](m^0).

(5) UXQY,I(X)QI(Y).
(6) J(UX„) =\Jl(Xn)WAT, where NQ31'.
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(7) I(X+Y)DI(X)+I(Y) mod 91'; hence if X+FG91',

I(X) + I(Y)E 91'.

(8) /(7(A)) = 7(A) mod 91'.

(9) If/G5(9Tl')+, then [2>*"7] =-?"[/] mod 91', and hence

7[4>*/] G /[/] mod 91'.

As the last four of these statements are less trivial than the others, we

sketch their proofs.

Proof of (6). By (4) and 4.9(3),

7(U  Xn)   =    U    [**"X   UïJCU   [**mZ xXn]   =    U    {   U   [4>*">xXn]   U  Zm  1
m m m       \   n )

where ZmG3l', =Um,n[4>*"-xAn]WZ' = U/(X„)UZ' where Z'G3l'. But 7(UAn)
D7(A„), by (5).

Proof of (7). By (6), 7(A) = /(XH F)U/(A- Y)\JNU I(Y) = I(XC\Y)
yJI(Y-X)\JNi, where Nu A2G3X'; so I(X)+I(Y)EI(X-Y)\JI(Y-X)
\JNAJNiEI(X+Y)\J(Ni\JNi) by (5).

Proof of (8). Using (4), (6) and 4.9(5), we find

7(7(A)) = U U  [4>*"x[$*mx(A)]] = U   [4>*m+nxA] mod 31' = 7(A) mod 31'.
m     n m ,n

Proof of (9). From (4) and 4.9(5), l[j]= [**mx[/]] =U[$*m/] mod 31'

= [2>*m/]- Hence [$*f\ = l[f] mod 31', giving (from (3) and (8)) 7[«i>7]

EI(l[f]) mod 31'= /[/] mod 91'.
5. Proof of Theorem 1 concluded.
5.1 £Ae a-ideal 91. Define 91= {X| there exists FG9U' such that AC F

and 7(F)G3C£}. We have at once:

(1) 91 is a <7-ideal. (From 4.10(6).)

(2) 9l'C3IC3C£. (From 4.10(3) and 4.10(1).)
(3) If AGS'Hgi, A is empty. (From (2).)

(4) If/G5(3TC')+and [f]G3l, then [$*/]G3l. (From 4.10.)
(5) If/, ¿>G5(3rt')+and [f]+ [g]G3l, then [$*/]+[<l»*g]G3l.
For let R-X=[f]C\[g], and put /=/XA+/', g = gXX+g'. Then [/']

= [g1], so [$*/'] = [$Y] mod 31', by 4.9(4). Also $*/=$*/'+$*/xA mod 31'
=$*/' mod 31 by (4) and (2). Thus, modulo 31, [$*/] = [$*/'] = [$*g'] = [3>*g].

5.2 £Ae algebra E. Now put ÖS = 3TC' + 3l; this is a Borel field containing

31. Define £ = ÖS/91, a Boolean o--algebra. Since 311'= OS'+ 31' and 3031', we

have ÖS = ÖS'+ 91, and a typical element of £ is thus the class of sets (A)+91

(= {A + A| AG9l}) where XGÖS' = Ö5£. We now prove

(1) E satisfies the countable chain condition.

Suppose Ct is an uncountable family of sets A G ÖS', none of which is in 31,
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but such that whenever Ai, A2 are distinct members of ft then i4if\42G3l;

we must derive a contradiction. We may suppose that ft consists of just t^i

sets; well-order ft as {-4a|a<o>i}, and let A¿ =Aa—U{Aß\ß<a} ; then

Aá Q(S>', Aa—Aa' G91, and distinct sets^4a' are disjoint. Thus, replacing ft by

{A¿ |a<wi}, we may further assume that ft consists of disjoint sets.

For each AQft, there is a least «^0 such that [d>*nx^4] is of second

category in R (else 1(A) Q XR and A Q 91). Let ft* be the subfamily of ft for

which this « has the value k; then ft* must be uncountable for some k. If

k = 0, we have that each A Q fto is itself of second category; but (2.1(2)) each

AQ(S>' has the form Ra+H where aGF' and HQXR, and if A is of second

category then a 9*0. So if ft0 is uncountable, F' would not satisfy the counta-

ble chain condition. We may therefore assume that ft* is uncountable for

some k^l.
By 4.5(7) and 4.8(7) there exist sets Yx, F2, • • • GS* such that F-UF„

G31*C91' and í>**xF„ál mod 91'. For every AQ<S>' we have [3>**x4]

= U„[$**x(¿^Fn)] mod 91', by 4.9(2) and 4.9(3); hence if A Q ft* we have

that [<b*kx(Ar\ Yn)] is of second category for some w. There is therefore some

n, which we may assume to be 1, to which uncountably many sets A Q ft*

correspond; we replace each such A by Af~\ Yi, and thus obtain an uncounta-

ble family ft'C<B' of disjoint sets satisfying:

(2) If A Q ft', then AQYi and [<ï>**x-4 ] is of second category.

From 4.9(1), there exists for each AQQf a positive integer n(A) and a set

W(A)Q"M' of second category such that $*kxA^(l/n(A))xW(A). There is

a positive integer h such that «(.4) =h for uncountably many sets in ft'; we

may thus assume further that

(3) If AGQ,',$*kxA^(l/h)xW(A).
For each subset 9CC«', put W(X) = (\{W(A)\AQx}. Then:
(4) If X has more than h elements, W(X) is of first category.

It is enough to prove this when 9C has h + 1 elements ^40, Ai, • • ■ , Ah- As

these sets are disjoint, we have, modulo 9l-negligible functions, from (3),

(h + l)xW(X) g ¿Z{h$*kxAi\0 úiúh} = h$*«(2ZxAi) (see end of 4.8)
úh$*kx(VAi)^h$*kxYiúh, proving W(X)Q%QXR.

Consider now the family {y} of maximal subsets "y of ft' for which

W(y) is of second category; each AQ ft' is in at least one y (from (4), since

A is itself of second category), and each y contains at most h sets AQQ,'.

Further, if <yi?i<y2, W('iJi) and W(y2) are in 911', are both of second category,

and have intersection of first category. By an argument similar to that used

above for k = 0, there are only countably many sets W(y), and therefore only

countably many sets % each with ^h elements. Thus ft' =11^ is countable,

giving the desired contradiction.

5.3 The operator 0. Let F= F(E) ; we define a mapping 0 of F+ in F+ which

will be proved to satisfy the requirements of Theorem 1 (4.1). The elements

of F are of the form /=/+Z(3l), where /G$(31l'); here/+Z(3l) denotes the
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family of all functions/+A where A is 91-negligible. Since ÖS = ÖS' + 31, we may

require/G5(05') here.

Define <£/=$>*/+Z( 91), where /=/+Z(3l). From 4.8(3)-(5), this defini-

tion is single-valued and qb maps £+ in itself. Further, <p is countably additive

from 4.8(5), and a-finite from 4.5(7) and 4.8(7) ; <p is thus an £-integral on £

(2.6). To verify that 0 is a cylinder extension of cpo, we first observe that the

correspondence x<->(£x)+3l is (from 5.1(3)) a finitely additive isomorphism

between £' and a finitely additive subalgebra of £ which, restricted to £*,

is a complete isomorphism (because 303l'D3l*). We may identify £* with

the complete subalgebra {£x + 9l|xG£*} of £ (equivalently, we take

£*= (Ö5* + 91)/91); and similarly we may identify £* with the set of function

classes/+Z(9l), /G5(öS*)—that is, we realise £* as 5(£, ÖS* + 3l, 31). The

cylinder mapping of £* in £ is now the identity mapping of £*. If /G5(öS*)+,

so that /=/+Z(3l) is a typical element of Fk , we again have that £*/ is the

unique A-continuous function in / (compare 4.4) (8). Now if /G5(ö5*)+,

$*/=$*£*/mod 31 by 4.8(4), (5), =$£*/mod 31 by 4.8(7) = £*0*/mod 31 by
definition of 4>, so that </>*/= (<$*/) =(/>/. That is, <p is a cylinder extension of

<pk (A = 0, 1, 2, ■ • ■ ), and in particular of r/>0.

5.4 Full homogeneity. All that remains is to show that <p is fully homo-

geneous. Write Xx = <£x* f°r xEE; thus X is countably additive and tr-finite.

Let zo = V{z|zG£, Xz = 0}, zi = e — z0, £1= {z|zG£, z-Zi}. We first show:

(1) Given xEE, there exists axEE1 such that, for all yEE,

\(y A o-x) = (\y)xx.

(The element ax is in fact unique, but we do not need this.)

For let 77 be the set of elements xEE for which such a ax exists. Then

(2) if xG77andyG£, X{yA(zi-(rx)}=(Xy)x(-x).
For suppose first that Xy<5C=°. Then

\(y) = \(y A zi) = X(y A o-x) + X(y A (zi - <rx))

= (*y)xx + Hy A (»i - o-x)),

so X(yA(zi-<rx)) = (Xy)(l -xx) = (Xy)x(-x).
In the general case, we know y = Vyn (n = l, 2, • • ■ ) where Xyn<5C°°, and

the elements y„ can be assumed disjoint. Then X(y„A(zi — o"^)) = C^yn)x(— x),

and summation gives (2).

This shows that if xG77then —xG77, with <x( — x) =Zi — crx.

Next let xnEH (w=l, 2, • • • ), yEE, and suppose X(y)<K=°. Then

^(yAAo"^n) aX(yAö"x„) ■» (Ky)xxn for all w, and therefore

(3) \(y A A axn) ^ (Xy)x(A xn).

(s) This depends on the observation that if g G 5(05*) is 3I-negligible, then g is 91*-

negligible. For g = A mod 91* where h is ¿-continuous; being continuous and Xi?-negligible, h

must be 0. ,
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ButX{y A (21 - r\<rxn)} = X{y A V(*i - **»)} á EM? A (*t - <rx„) j
= Hfry)x(- xn) by (2) = XyÊx(- *»)> and thus X{y A (zi - A<rx„)j
^inf{Xy, Xy2x(_*n)} ; that is,

(4) X(y A (zi - A **„)) á (Xy)x V (-*.).

But X{yAAo-x„} +X{yA(zi-Ao-ic„)} =X(yAzi)=Xy«oo. Adding (3) and

(4), we see that both inequalities must be equalities; in particular (3) becomes

(5) \(y AA <TXn) = (Xy)x(A xn), if Xy « 00 .

The restriction Xy«oo is easily removed, as before, so (5) shows that

KxnQH, with o-(Ax„) = Kaxn.

Thus H is a o--subalgebra of E. Further,

(6) H contains each F* (k = 0, 1, 2, • ■ • ).

For (4.2(3)) e*+i,*0*+i is a fully homogeneous F*-integral on Fm', we

apply [4, p. 175, Lemma 4] to its strict form, taking ox = ir(zi, x) for xQEk+i,

and obtain c*+i,*0*+iX*+i(3'A<rx) = (c*-u,*0*+iX*+i;y)x*+ix. X*+i denoting the

characteristic function in F*+i. We use the same realisations of F*, F*+i as

at the end of 5.3; the cylinder mappings become identities, Xk+iy = xy for

yGF*+i, and because 0 is a cylinder extension of 0*+i it follows that <bx(y A<rx)

= (0X3Ox* for xQEk+i; thus EkQEk+iQH.
Now let 3C = family of all sets XQ®' such that (X) + VLQH. Then 3C is a

Borel field containing US* = 8', so KD«'. That is, (X) + 9lQH ior all XQ&',

proving EQH. This establishes (1).

Now, given xQE and gQF+ such that g^Xx, we must find y^x in E

such that Xy = g. We may of course assume g>0; and it is enough to show

that there then exists a nonzero zf^x in F such that Xz^g, as then an "ex-

haustion" argument, based on the countable chain condition (cf. [2, p. 283]),

produces the required element y. We may further suppose that x^ai where

fliGFi and Xai ^ 1. For Cio0i = 0i is fully homogeneous on Fi and 0 extends 0i;

hence (as in the proof of 4.6(7)) disjoint elements au a2, ■ ■ ■ QEX exist such

that Van = e and Xa„^l. Since ^X(xAßn) èg>0, there exists « such that

[X(xAa„)]A[g] ^0; we may suppose «=1, and then have gi = X(xAöi)Ag

>0; we replace x by xA^i and g by gi. For some positive integer m we have

g^(l/m)xw for some nonzero wQE. Because of the full homogeneity of 0i,

there exist disjoint elements 61, b2, ■ ■ ■ , bmQEi such that Vo¿ = ai and \bi

= (l/m)\a*. Since x^V¿><, 2^(biAxA<rw) = 2^lMbiAx)xw = (Xx)xw^gxw
^(l/m)xw>0. Hence, for some i, 0<\(biAxA<rw)^\(biA<rw) = (Kbi)xw

^ (l/w)xw = g> and we take z = biAxA<rw. This completes the proof of Theo-

rem 1. *

6. Extensions of measures on measure algebras.

Theorem 2. Let A be a (a-)subalgebra of a measure algebra (E, p).(9) Let X

(•) By saying that (E, u) is a measure algebra, we imply that u is «-finite and positive on E.
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be a a-finite positive measure on A. Then there exists a a-finite positive measure

X* on E which extends X.

In what follows, it is understood that all measures are to be complete and

cr-finite, and that the sets and functions used are measurable.

By [3, Theorem 2b, p. 149], (£, p) has a realisation of the following form.

We can realise A algebraically as the measure algebra of a measure space

(S, v) (the measure »» has no simple relation to p), and can find a measure space

(£, m) and a subset £ of the product space 5 X £ (to which we give the usual

product measure), in such a way that there is a measure-preserving isomor-

phism 6 of (£, p) onto a certain Borel field of subsets of K modulo null sets,

and further if aEA then da is the class of the "cylinder set" (UXT)C\K,

where U is any subset of S in the class a.

By the Radon-Nikodym theorem, there exists a non-negative function

/ on 5 such that, for each UES, \(U)=fuf(s)dv(s). (Here X(£) means Xa

where a is the class of U modulo null sets.) Write £ = U£n (« = 1, 2, • • • ),

where the sets £„ are disjoint and m(Tn) is positive and finite. Define

R(s) = f xK(s,t)2Z{(xTn)/2»m(Tn)}dm(t);
J T

this is defined and = 1 for almost all sES. Further, £(s)>0 almost every-

where, since if £(s) =0 for all sE U, the set (UXT)i\K is null, showing that

Uis in the class of oG^4—that is, v(U)=0. Now define, for XESXT,

\*(X) = ff     (f(s)/P(s))(xX) 2Z (xTn/2»m(Tn))dv(s)dm(t).
J  J SXT

Then, applying 6, we see that X* gives a tr-finite positive measure on E. To

show that X* extends X on 4, we verify (by a straightforward calculation)

that if UES,\*((UXT)fMC)=\U.
7. Extensions of operators for measure algebras. In this section we prove

that if we start with a measure algebra in Theorem 1, then we can arrange

to end up with a measure algebra. More precisely:

Theorem 3. If, in Theorem 1, £0 is a measure algebra(9) with measure mo,

the algebra E can be chosen so that it is also a measure algebra, with measure m

extending mo.

Proof. Since m0 is <r-finite on £0, we can find an equivalent finite measure

m¿ on £0; say m0' (e) = 1. We use the entire argument of §4 (but not of §5),

with the following additions. We first observe that £i can be taken to be a

measure algebra, say with measure mi. For let z0 = V{x|xG£o, #oX* = 0}>

zi = e — Zo. The "strict form" $0» of <¡>0 is defined on the function space on the

principal ideal £o(zi) = {x| xG£o, x^Zi}, and its range is the function space

on the principal ideal £o(0l]. The construction of £i depended in the first
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instance on applying the result of [4] to $o»; this gives an algebra E{ contain-

ing £o(zi) as a subalgebra, and a fully homogeneous strict extension <p* oí

<po, to an operator from F(E{) to F(Eo[<pl]). We then take £i = direct sum of

E{ and £o(zo), imbedding £0 in £i in the obvious way; (pi is defined by <f>if

= eoir/>o„(/xzi)- By [4, Theorem 5], Ej is isomorphic to a principal ideal in a

product JXEo[<t>l], where J is a numerical measure algebra. By [3; 2; 4],

if we give Eo[<pl ] the measure m'Q, then JXEo [pi ] with the usual product meas-

ure induces a (positive, a-finite) measure (say) mi on E{. We extend mi to

£i by using m0' on £o(zo). By Theorem 2, there is a (positive) measure m{ on

£i which extends m'0. Note that m{ ^1 on £i, because m{ (e) =m'0(e) = 1.

In this way, we may suppose that all the algebras £* of 4.2 are measure

algebras, the measure mk\i on £*.,! extending ml on £*. Their common value

gives a finitely additive measure m! on £', and hence on the family 8' of sets

£x, xG£', in the representation space £ of £' (cf. 4.3). By the same reason-

ing as in 4.6, we extend m! to a complete, countably additive measure (still

denoted by m!) on a Borel field containing ÖS'; note that wi'(£) = l. Let 31°

denote the family of subsets of £ with zero m'-measure. We show:

(1) 3X° D 31*, (A = 0, 1, 2, • • • ).

For, by 2.3(4), each AG3Í* is contained in a set of the form £_lF, where

YEXSr^(S>S. By 3.2, FCUm f1„ Sxmn where xm„G£*, xmi^xm22; • • • and

A„xmn = o. Thus AC£_1FCUm H« £xm„ by 2.2(1); now, as mk is finite,

mk xmn—»0 as »—»oo, so m'f\„ Rxmn = 0 for each m, proving m'X = 0 if AG31*.

It follows at once that

(2) 31° D 31'.

Define 31= {Al AC F for some FG3TC' such that 7(F)G3l0}. It is easily
verified that all the properties in 5.1 continue to apply for this modified

definition of 31, except that in 5.1(2) we no longer have 91C3C£. But instead

we have

(2') 31 C 91°,

because if AG91 then ACFC7(F) where 7(F) G 91°. Hence 5.1(3) continues

to hold.

For each/G5(3TC')+, put

Pf = £ 2-»<K*(/xGn),

the sets Gi, G2, • • • , being those of 4.6. Then pi = 1, ^/G5(9TC')+, p is linear

and countably additive mod 31', and [pf]= [$*/] mod 31'. Hence i//GZ(3l')

if/GZ(3l'), and from this an easy induction shows that [pkf] = [$**/] mod 91'

(where/G5(311')+ and A = 0, 1, 2, • • • ), and that pk is countably additive

mod 91'. Further,
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(3) [¿Z 2-k~1PkxX] = I(X) mod 31' (X Q 911'),

because      (modulo      91')'      I(X) = [¿Z^*kxX] = \J[^*kXX] = U[0*x^]
= U [2-k-^xX] = [ Z2-*-10*X^].

Now define, for XQW,

m*X =  f Z 2-k-1pkxXdm'.
J R

The integrand is 9H'-measurable, non-negative, and i£ 1, so m* is well defined

and is a finite, countably additive measure on 911'. We complete this meas-

ure as usual, still calling it m*, and show

(4) m* Y = 0 if and only if Y Q 91.

For if wí*F=0, we have FC^ where ZG3TI' and m*X = 0. In the defini-

tion of m*X, the integrand must be zero almost everywhere (m'), which from

(3) and (2) gives I(X)Q'3V> and therefore FG91. Conversely, if FG91,

YQXQ<M' where 7(X)G9l°, and so m*X = 0.

The algebra F is now defined exactly as in 5.2, except that we use the

new meaning of 91; and the measure m* on 9TC'-t-9l induces a positive <r-

finite measure m* on E. The proof of 5.2(1) no longer applies (as there we

used ïilQXR), but the result itself (the countable chain condition) is a trivial

consequence of the existence of m*. The operator 0 is defined just as in 5.3;

the arguments in 5.3 and 5.4 apply unchanged, so that 0 is a fully homo-

geneous cylinder extension of 0o. Finally, by Theorem 2, we replace the

measure m* on F by a (positive, tr-finite) measure m which extends mo on Fo,

and the proof is complete.
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